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training versus task oriented training alone to
improve arm function in individuals with
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Abstract

Background: Recovering useful hand function after stroke is a major scientific challenge for patients with limited
motor recovery. We hypothesized that sequential training beginning with proximal bilateral followed by unilateral
task oriented training is superior to time-matched unilateral training alone. Proximal bilateral training could optimally
prepare the motor system to respond to the more challenging task-oriented training.

Methods: Participants: Twenty-six participants with moderate severity hemiparesis Intervention: Participants received
either 6-weeks of bilateral proximal training followed sequentially by 6-weeks unilateral task-oriented training
(COMBO) or 12-weeks of unilateral task-oriented training alone (SAEBO). A subset of 8 COMB0 and 9 SAEBO
participants underwent three functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans of hand and elbow movement
every 6 weeks. Main Outcome Measures: Fugl-Meyer Upper extremity scale, Modified Wolf Motor Function Test,
University of Maryland Arm Questionnaire for Stroke, Motor cortex activation (fMRI).

Results: The COMBO group demonstrated significantly greater gains between baseline and 12-weeks over all
outcome measures (p = .018 based on a MANOVA test) and specifically in the Modified Wolf Motor Function
test (time). Both groups demonstrated within-group gains on the Fugl-Meyer Upper Extremity test (impairment)
and University of Maryland Arm Questionnaire for Stroke (functional use). fMRI subset analyses showed motor cortex
(primary and premotor) activation during hand movement was significantly increased by sequential combination
training but not by task-oriented training alone.

Conclusions: Sequentially combining a proximal bilateral before a unilateral task-oriented training may be an
effective way to facilitate gains in arm and hand function in those with moderate to severe paresis post-stroke
compared to unilateral task oriented training alone.
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Background
The recovery of useful hand function after stroke is a
major clinical challenge for individuals with moderate to
severe paresis. Progress in improving hand function has
been demonstrated in participants with substantial re-
sidual function using task-oriented constraint-induced
therapy (CIT), however such results do not occur in par-
ticipants with more severe limb impairment (i.e. upper
extremity Fugl-Meyer scores below 25) [1-6]. Studies tar-
geting more severe populations show promising results
but are limited to proximal training approaches and do
not result in improvements in paretic (P) hand function
[7-11]. Innovative training strategies targeting active re-
habilitation of hand and arm function for those with mod-
erate to severe hemiparesis are needed. A single training
approach may not optimally address this need. We pro-
posed that sequencing proximal bilateral and unilateral
task-oriented arm training strategies would provide an
improvement over a single approach and reach a wider se-
verity range of participants.
It is well established that active use of the limb in a

goal directed manner is essential for functional gains.
However, in more impaired participants, two issues limit
the active involvement of the arm and hand in training:
1) reduced proximal arm function to transport the hand
to a target, and 2) inability to actively open and close the
hand once at the target. This is not to say recovery pro-
gresses from proximal to distal but that both actions are
necessary for functional arm use. To address these spe-
cific challenges we developed a two-phase sequential re-
habilitation approach. In Phase 1, participants received
progressive bilateral arm training with rhythmic auditory
cueing (BATRAC) for 6-weeks with a focus on improv-
ing proximal motor function and to potentially ? prime ?
the central nervous system before transitioning in Phase 2.
In Phase 2 participants received unilateral task-oriented
training using the Saeboflex dynamic hand orthosis to aid
in active participation of the hand. We compared this
training approach to two 6-week sessions of time-matched
unilateral task-oriented Saeboflex training with no prox-
imal movement priming. Based on our previous work
involving BATRAC training, we observed bilateral brain
activation following bilateral arm training as well as arm
transport gains. Studies of those who are well recovered
from stroke show that initial bilateral activations seen
acutely resolve to contralateral brain activation as func-
tional recovery occurs. In individuals with chronic stroke
of moderate to severe impairment, nonparetic arm use
dominates for functional task performance; activities that
would not stress activation of the lesioned hemisphere. In
our conceptual framework we sought to provide a training
that could potentially activate both lesioned and non le-
sioned hemispheres initially and engage the paretic arm in
basic transport motions and then progress to a unilateral
training approach that built upon basic arm transport to
include grasp and release components. The transition
from bilateral to unilateral training was also to emphasize
the lesion hemisphere activation. Therefore, we were in-
vestigating if a sequenced two-step training approach
yielded better gains than one that involved transport and
manipulative training from the start and only trained the
paretic arm.
We investigated the brain activation patterns of partici-

pants through functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) for both elbow and hand movements in a subset of
participants who were eligible for the testing. fMRI is a
surrogate marker for training-induced behavioral changes
and may provide indications of the neural mechanism of a
specific therapy [12-14]. Several studies have indicated last-
ing changes in motor control networks that are reflected
in altered brain activation patterns during movement of
the P limb. These changes have been observed in cortical
(sensorimotor cortices, premotor cortex, cingulate cortex,
parietal and frontal regions) and subcortical areas (cere-
bellum, brainstem) [15]. We hypothesized that the se-
quential combination training would be superior to the
single focus training in producing behavioral gains in
upper extremity (UE) functional outcomes and that im-
aging results in our subset of participants would show dif-
ferent neural mechanisms associated with the two training
approaches with cortical and subcortical activation in-
creases (in sensorimotor and premotor cortex and cere-
bellum) in the sequential training group alone.

Methods
Subjects and testing
Thirty subjects with chronic hemiparesis from unilateral
stroke were enrolled in this study with 26 completing.
After determination of eligibility, subjects were randomly
assigned to training group using a block allocation system
that was concealed to investigators. Four withdrew due to
personal health issues. All subjects had moderate to severe
impairment based on initial score on the Fugl? Meyer
Upper Extremity Test (FM) (ranging from 9? 35). Inclu-
sion criteria included chronic unilateral ischemic or
hemorrhagic stroke with residual UE hemiparesis, age
50 ? 80, >6 months post stroke having completed all
conventional therapy, able to perform ? range grasp
(finger flexion) with at least two fingers with the wrist
held passively in a neutral position (requirement for
use of training orthotic), ability to stand unsupported for
5 minutes with contact guard. Subjects were excluded
with acute serious medical conditions, dense flaccid hemi-
paresis, and fixed wrist or finger contractures in the
paretic limb that precluded active movement with the
Saeboflex device. Nine additional subjects were excluded
from fMRI testing, but not the full project, due to claus-
trophobia, body size too large for fMRI bore and/or
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magnetic metal implants in the head, neck and torso. At
baseline, no subject was able to independently grasp, trans-
port and release a 6-inch diameter ball and all reported
that they could not use the hand in activities of daily life.
See Table 1 for subject characteristics by group.

Ethics statement
This study was performed with the approval of the
University of Maryland Baltimore and the Baltimore
Veterans Administration IRB boards in compliance with
the Helsinki Declaration. All subjects provided written in-
formed consent. Both IRB boards approved the consent
process.

Impairment/functional measures
Impairment and functional measures were collected at
baseline, after phase 1 of training (six-weeks), after phase
2 of training (12-weeks) and after retention (18-weeks)
for all 26 subjects. Measures, all of which had reliability
and validity testing on chronic stroke survivors included:
1. FM, a measure of impairment, [16,17], 2. Modified
Wolf Motor Function Test (MWMFT) a timed functional
measure modified for a moderately impaired population
[18], 3. Box and Blocks (BB) a measure of hand function
[19,20], 4. University of Maryland Arm Questionnaire for
Stroke (UMAQS), assessing functional use of the arm
in daily tasks [11,21], and 5. Modified Ashworth Scale
(MAS), a measure of tone [22,23]. Testers were blinded to
group assignment [11,18,21,24].

Functional imaging
Task-based
fMRI was collected at baseline, mid-point and after training
at 12-weeks on the 17 subject subset and was performed
using a 3 T scanner (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).
Briefly, 170 coronal blood oxygenation-level dependent
(BOLD) weighted volumes (echo planar imaging sequence,
TE = 40 ms, TR = 3 sec, 35? 39 slices, slice thickness 5 mm,
resolution 2 mm ? 2 mm) covering the entire brain
were acquired during movement of the NP and then
the P arm/hand. For each arm, scans were obtained dur-
ing 8 cycles of rest (10 volumes) followed by movement
(8 volumes) performed in response to an auditory cue
Table 1 Subject characteristics

Subject
characteristics:

SAEBO group
n = 14

COMBO group
n = 13

Baseline FM 23 ? 12.1 18.7 ? 9.1

Gender 9 Males/5 Females 7 Males/6 Females

Mean age 57 56

Mean time since stroke 3.1 years 5.3 years

Side of stroke
(hemisphere)

10 Right/4 Left 4 Right/9 Left
given via headsets once every three seconds. At the end
of the 8 cycles, 26 volumes were added to allow for re-
moval of linear trends in the data. For arm movement,
the arm was strapped to a device that provided limited
gravity support and allowed elbow flexion/extension in
one (sagittal-transverse) plane within a defined range of
motion from 45? relative to standard anatomical position
to 60-75? depending on the participant ? s paretic arm
movement ability. While not ideal for reflecting proximal
muscle control, (given that shoulder movement produced
unacceptable head motion artifacts), this paradigm was
still more consistent with neural control for proximal vs.
distal control. The excursion of range was controlled by
physical stops and fiber optic signals allowed testers to
confirm movement through the full excursion had oc-
curred. In addition to stabilizing with foam padding, the
elbow device minimized head movement by preventing
direct contact between trunk and arm and limiting load
transmission. Each subject? s individual range of motion for
the P arm was applied to the NP arm and subsequently
kept constant to avoid a change of movement excursion
causing differences in activation patterns over time. For
hand movement, a custom-made hand orthotic (made by
Saebo Inc. patterned off the Saeboflex device) was used
on the paretic hand that allowed finger flexion around
a ball fixed to the palm of the device. The degree of finger
flexion was limited by the device, adjustable for the
subject ? s capability and maintained identical for repeated
scans. Compliance with the protocol and the presence or
absence of mirror movements and head motion was
assessed through a video monitor using two cameras
(head and arms). Elbow and hand testing took place separ-
ately with elbow preceding hand. One arm was tested at a
time with the NP tested first. A T1-weighted image set
(3D-MPRAGE, resolution 1 ? 1 ? 1 mm 3) was acquired
for anatomical localization.
Data were processed using Brain Voyager (Brain Innovation

BV, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Standard protocols, in-
cluding correction for slice timing differences, head mo-
tion (< 3 mm in any coordinate) and normalization to the
Talairach coordinate space using manually selected land-
marks were used. Successful spatial registration was veri-
fied for each individual. All image data from participants
with left-sided lesions were flipped about the mid-sagittal
plane, so the affected hemisphere was always on the right.
Analysis of functional maps was based on the hypothesis

that assumed differential modulation of brain activity by
COMBO versus SAEBO. A fixed-effects analysis identified
regions demonstrating different levels of activation at base-
line versus the 12-week time point, (p < 0.05, Bonferroni-
corrected) within each group providing several brain
regions of interest. Mean beta weight values of all voxels
in a region of interest were then computed for each sub-
ject and time point (0, 6 and 12-weeks). These values were
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entered into a repeated measures ANOVA analysis to detect
significant difference in the time course between groups,
i.e., the interaction group ? time. Using their Talairach co-
ordinates and the Talairach Daemon (http://www.talairach.
org/) regions were attributed to Brodmann areas (BA). A
laterality index was computed based on beta weights in
predefined volumes of interest (VOI) using the formula
LI = (bright ? bleft)/(|bright| + |bleft|). Volumes of interest
(BA 4 and BA 6) were created using the Talairach map in-
cluded in BrainVoyager, a single subject-based atlas of cor-
tical VOIs. The VOIs were inflated (? Dilate? function in
BrainVoyager applied three times) to honor the anatom-
ical variability between subjects.

Training
After initial screening, subjects were randomized to the
combination (COMBO) group or the unilateral task-
oriented arm training only (SAEBO) group. The inter-
ventions were time-matched with both groups receiving
two six-week training sessions that took place 3 times per
week lasting approximately one hour. In phase 1 of train-
ing, subjects in COMBO received progressive bilateral arm
training with the BATRAC Tailwind device (Encore Path
Inc.). The unilateral (SAEBO) group received task-oriented
training with the P arm assisted by the Saeboflex hand
orthosis. In Phase 2, both groups received unilateral training
described below. The elements of non-progressive BATRAC
training are reported in previous studies [10-12,21,24].
The arms are moved simultaneously (inphase) and alter-
nating (antiphase) for four 5-minute bouts. During
week one, the excursion for each limb and the preferred
bilateral frequency of moving the handles to and fro in the
horizontal plane was determined. Progression was individ-
ualized for each participant, for frequency and movement
against gravity. Frequency was progressed every week for
training bouts 1 (inphase) and 2 (antiphase). For bouts 3
and 4 participants moved at their preferred speed but with
an increase in grade which was determined weekly by the
highest a participant could move through at least the ori-
ginal excursion continuously for 5 minutes. The excursion
of the P arm was increased as tolerated. All progressions
were recorded for individual participants. Training in this
phase took place in the seated position. The emphasis of
this training was to practice basic arm transport and was
not conducted in the functional context of standing.
Unilateral training (phase 2 for COMBO and both phases

for SAEBO group) included a standardized protocol of
motor retraining with the Saeboflex device. A Saeboflex
device was fit for each subject by the first author (trained
by Saebo Inc. in device fitting). All training occurred in
standing, using specialized training equipment (modified
balls, buckets, adjustable targets, and adjustable horizontal
poles) available through Saebo Inc. lasting one hour. Six
functional reaching tasks were designed with different
grasps and hand/arm orientation. Tasks included shoulder
flexion (forward reach and release tasks), shoulder abduc-
tion and external rotation ( lateral reach tasks) and combi-
nations of forearm positions of supination and pronation
during reaching ? all key movements that are challenging
after stroke and are part of daily living activities and there-
fore were also practiced in standing. Thirty repetitions for
each task were completed and progressed in number and
speed given individual participant tolerance.

Analysis of functional data
To assess differences between the groups at each post-
training measure with respect to multiple functional mea-
sures, we used a MANOVA analysis. Outcomes in the
MANOVA were the FM, MWMFT, BB, UMAQS, and
MAS. After finding global significance based on the
MANOVA, we fit mixed effects longitudinal regression
models for each outcome separately, based on assessments
made at all four time points. These models incorporated a
random subject effect to account for the within-subject
correlations. Using specified contrasts from this model
we assessed whether there were statistically significant
changes within groups and statistically significant differ-
ences between the groups with respect to changes in each
measure. All p-values reported are two-sided. Analyses
were performed using SAS 9.2.

Results
Functional outcomes
At baseline there were no statistically significant differ-
ences between the groups for any measure. Table 2 shows
the results of baseline, 6-weeks, 12-weeks (post phase 2),
and 18-weeks (retention) testing for the FM, MWMFT
(time), UMAQS, BB and the MAS. Overall, there was a
significant difference between the groups with respect to
changes between baseline and 12-weeks (p = 0.018 based
on a MANOVA test) in favor of COMBO. For this time
range, the COMBO group also showed greater improve-
ments than the SAEBO group in the MWMFT (time),
UMAQS functional use questionnaire and both groups
showed within-group changes in FM and BB. Neither group
showed improvement in the MAS. At the retention meas-
urement, there was also an overall significant difference be-
tween the groups (p = 0.0014 based on a MANOVA test)
and at that time point, while the COMBO group showed
better improvements in the MWMFT (time) score, and the
UMAQS, the SAEBO group retained more improvements
as measured by the FM and the BB.

Functional imaging
During P elbow movement in BA45, 10 and 22 activity
decreased in the COMBO group but did not significantly
change in SAEBO subjects (Figure 1A-C). A supplemen-
tary analysis was computed to test whether the current

http://www.talairach.org/
http://www.talairach.org/


Table 2 Mean changes in functional measures, by training and time

Outcome Baseline means Mean change from baseline to 12-weeks Mean change from baseline to retention time point

Mean P-value for difference
between groups1

Mean (SD) P-value for change2 P-value for difference
between groups2

Mean (SD) P-value for change2 P-value for difference
between groups2

Fugl Meyer 0.29 0.089 0.19

SAEBO 23.0 (12.1) 3.1 (5.3) 0.0013 3.8 (4.6) 0.0001

COMBO 18.7 (9.1) 5.7 (2.4) <0.0001 1.8 (3.8) 0.059

Wolf (time) 0.17 <0.0001 0.011

SAEBO 78.2 (24.0) −2.0 (6.6) 0.21 −4.9 0.0064

COMBO 89.9 (9.1) −13.9 (9.7) <0.0001 −12.4 <0.0001

Box and Block 0.56 0.99 0.12

SAEBO 3.3 (5.7) 1.8 (3.3) 0.0067 1.5 (2.8) 0.020

COMBO 2.3 (3.3) 2.0 (3.8) 0.0089 0.0 (1.8) 0.95

UMAQS 0.49 0.051 0.0069 0.015

SAEBO 16.4 (5.6) 3.8 (5.3) 0.0039 3.5 (7.7) <0.0001

COMBO 15.1 (4.4) 8.1 (7.6) <0.0001 7.0 (7.4)

Mod. Ashworth 0.27 0.75 0.44

SAEBO 1.6 (1.0) 0.0 (0.8) 0.76 0.0 (0.9) 0.76

COMBO 2.1 (1.4) −0.2 (1.1) 0.48 −0.4 (1.7) 0.21
1Based on a two-sample t-test.
2Based on a mixed effects model using data from all four time points.
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Figure 1 Brain activation during paretic elbow movement was analyzed according to hand movement (see Figure 2): A-C (BA45, 10
and 22 respectively) were down-regulated during COMBO (p < 0.05) but unaffected by two bouts of SAEBO training (interaction group ?
time p < 0.05).
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sample of participants receiving BATRAC training repli-
cated the results of previous studies of 6 weeks training
[12,14]. We computed the contrast ? post ? pre-BATRAC?
for the elbow scan using a fixed effects model (p < 0.05,
Bonferroni-corrected). Similar to previous cohorts, BATRAC
lead to an increase in activation in the ipsilesional premotor
cortex (Talairach coordinates 27/16/58) and bilateral cere-
bellar hemispheres (28/-71/-35 and −16/-71/-33). Add-
itional activation was found in the posterior cingulum
(?7/-56/24) (Figure 2).
During paretic hand movement, several brain regions

showed significant activation change after the 12 week
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Figure 2 Brain activation during paretic hand movement: Significant
(C) increased for COMBO with no change in SAEBO.
intervention (COMBO or SAEBO) as compared with base-
line (fixed effects model, Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.05).
The time course of activation (baseline, 6-weeks, 12-
weeks) for each of these regions was then compared
between groups. Significant group effects (repeated mea-
sures ANOVA) were found for the contralateral (ipsile-
sional) primary motor area (BA4, p = 0.033), premotor
cortex (BA6, p = 0.047) and cerebellum (p = 0.035). Acti-
vation of these areas was increased in the COMBO group,
but did not change in the SAEBO group (Figure 2A-C).
The laterality index of BA4 and BA6 increased after
BATRAC and then decreased after SAEBO training, while
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showing no change in the SAEBO group. (Figure 3A,B).
Only for BA6, was a significant between-group difference
observed (repeated measures ANOVA, interaction group ?
time: p = 0.012). For primary motor cortex (BA4) between
group comparisons were not significant (p = 0.13). Other
regions increased (ipsilateral = contralesional BA32, 47,
20) or decreased (contralateral BA31, ipsilateral BA39)
their activation in the SAEBO group, but showed no
modulation in the COMBO group (between group differ-
ences p < 0.05).

Discussion
In this randomized controlled study we show that a se-
quential rehabilitation approach combining bilateral and
unilateral task oriented training improved arm and hand
function more than unilateral task oriented training alone
in a sample of participants with moderate to severe
chronic hemiparesis. Although the time-matched control
group of unilateral task oriented training also showed im-
provement, overall, the benefit for COMBO was greater as
evidenced by significant gains in more of the functional
outcomes, and larger effect sizes at post training and re-
tention time points.
There is currently debate over which approach may be

best for retraining upper extremity function. This debate
may be better framed by the question, ? which approach
should be used for a certain level of functional ability ? .
We suggest that for the level of participant in a FM range
of 9 ? 35 starting with a proximal bilateral approach is
beneficial for subsequent whole arm task oriented training
that includes both transport and grasp/release compo-
nents at least in the chronic stage. These participants with
substantial residual hemiparesis may need to develop
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Figure 3 Laterality index of activation in motor cortices during pareti
the ipsilesional hemisphere after BATRAC training (interaction group
proximal control prior to progressing to more skilled
unilateral upper extremity task training. In line with our
conceptual model, one plausible mechanism may be that
the bilateral training focus on proximal control recruits
additional neural pathways such as uncrossed corticosp-
inal or bilateral sub-cortical pathways such as rubrospinal
that are then available to support the crossed corticospinal
pathways needed to accomplish unilateral distal hand
function. In addition, the bilateral training may disinhibit
the crossed corticospinal pathways further priming the
system for subsequent recruitment. Without building up a
back-up system first or providing the additional priming,
the unilateral distal focus may be unable to recruit ad-
equate additional crossed corticospinal pathways.
The combination of training paradigms chosen for this

study is only one option for sequential training. This study
cannot speak to which sequence or duration of therapy
cycles are optimal. Studies on duty cycle are still needed
to determine exercise prescription guidelines and chan-
ging methodology should determine an individual? s pro-
gress rather than a prescribed time period such as used
in this study. We suggest that a sequential progressive
approach is better than one approach alone particular
for these participants with limited proximal and distal
control. We selected BATRAC because it focuses on
re-learning basic shoulder/elbow control necessary for
reaching. We used the Saeboflex device in the unilateral
task oriented training in Phase 2 as it permitted the active
involvement of the hand in grasp/release activities that
would have been impossible without the aid of the de-
vice given the level of severity of the subjects. This com-
bination proved to be well tolerated and efficacious in
this sample.
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The results of fMRI for P hand movement in our sub-
set of subjects, suggest a differential modulation of control
networks in the two groups. Ipsilesional primary motor
and premotor cortices both increased their activity during
COMBO but not during SAEBO therapy Hence, bilateral-
unilateral sequential training ultimately increased the
ipsilesional cortical involvement in the control of the
contralateral hand. Plotting the strength of activation over
time before and after each therapy cycle, shows a nearly
linear increase of activation in these areas during 6 weeks
of BATRAC followed by 6-weeks of SAEBO. The group
that starts with SAEBO instead demonstrates some in-
crease during the first 6 weeks but then a reduction dur-
ing the second bout of SAEBO. This suggests that while
COMBO can fully exploit the capacity of motor cortices
and cerebellum for therapy-related upregulation, the
changes induced by SAEBO reach a plateau after 6-weeks
that cannot be overcome by more of the same therapy.
The laterality index for the motor cortices shows a
shift of activation towards the ipsilesional hemisphere
during BATRAC followed by a return to bilateral acti-
vation during SAEBO. Ipsilesional shifting of activation
has been observed after different types of effective training
interventions [25-27] and has demonstrated a correlation
with functional improvement. The return to bilateral acti-
vation, while not anticipated, may be secondary to the
complexity of the movement tasks during the SAEBO
phase of training. COMBO training, in contrast to
SAEBO, also recruited the ipsilesional cerebellum. Cere-
bellar recruitment ? however, contralateral to the lesion ?
has been suggested to differentiate patient with high
versus low degrees of motor arm/hand recovery [28].
The ipsilesional cerebellum is mostly interconnected
with the contralesional hemisphere. Recruitment of acti-
vation here, therefore, suggested that the intact hemisphere
is undergoing functional changes related to the training.
This is consistent with our prior work showing recruit-
ment of the contralesional motor cortices after BATRAC
training [12,14]. SAEBO training although beneficial for
arm function as well, seems to use a different mechanism
that is not reflected in ipsilesional shifting of activation in
motor cortices but uses other cortical networks. During
unimodal SAEBO training, several brain regions showed a
continuous increase in activity. These areas were in the
posterior cingulate cortex (BA31), inferior temporal gyrus
(BA20) and the inferior frontal gyrus (BA47). The two latter
ones were only enhanced after the second bout of SAEBO
training suggesting a threshold effect of training intensity.
While the cause of the changes in these areas ? that are in-
volved in visual processing and recognition (BA20), lan-
guage processing (BA47) and awareness (BA31) ? remains
unresolved, one must consider that these changes were as-
sociated with the less effective (unimodal) intervention,
hence, they may have less behavioral relevance.
During elbow movement several regions showed a de-
crease during COMBO. This is in contrast to most stud-
ies reporting increases in activation after rehabilitative
training especially in the ipsilesional cortex [12,14,29,30].
During successful recovery (independent of the effects of
specific therapies) activation that is spread across both
hemispheres and exceeding that of healthy controls early
after the stroke, is subsequently reduced and focuses on
motor cortical region in the ipsilesional hemisphere [31].
Similar focusing of brain activation in certain brain re-
gions could be a mechanism explaining the effectiveness
of COMBO, although this is highly speculative given re-
gions showing this effect in our data do not belong to
classical motor (but language) networks. It is plausible
that the length of training in this study has led to the fo-
cusing relative to our previous studies. It must be noted
that based on our principal hypothesis here, we analyzed
only regions that showed within-group differences be-
tween baseline and the 12-week time point, i.e., in case
of COMBO after BATRAC and SAEBO interventions.
Changes induced by BATRAC alone were reported be-
fore [12,14] and were confirmed here by an analysis con-
trasting activation patterns before and after BATRAC.

Study limitations
We would like to acknowledge limitations of this current
study. We recognize that we do not have an equal number
of subjects with right and left sided lesions in each group,
therefore we cannot definitively rule out an impact of side
of stroke on treatment outcomes. Furthermore given that
all subjects did not qualify for imaging, we do not have
imaging data for all subjects for which we have functional
outcome data.

Conclusion
Combining a proximal bilateral training program sequen-
tially with unilateral task oriented training may be more
effective to facilitate gains in arm and hand function in
those with more severe chronic paresis post stroke com-
pared to unilateral task oriented training alone.
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